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To whom it may concern,

The manuscript of M. David Fridrich is constituted of 137 pages 116 pages plus 11 pages

of appendices and ris uiuri"graphic refer"rr""r. It is organi""a'irrň Seven relativelY indePendent

chapters as M. ourriá Fridriřh wisely Já;;;ful inřroduciion, a numerical validation and a

conclusion section t;"*h of them. This is greatly appreciated and allows for a very pleasant

reading.
After a first introductory chapter, M, David Fridrich makes some Preliminar' Presentation

of classicai LagraIrgian arrd Euleri"rr.ň;;;or§ flr fluiá dYnarnics (ctraPter 2)' Then the

third section deals ioith Lugrungian .:h;;". in 1D where tt"lrotions of iax-Wendrofi (L\M) +

Harten_Lax_van Leer (HLL) based, ".h"-.. 
are introduced along with their associated nume-

rical schemes and ,"..rltr. Ťhe candid*-ř"."*s anci irr".rrur"J the main idea of the PhD of

§;l* T"ii}"fifi,i.ť :illj."Hť ill',ř'",_rc\lres .l" ,,|, ,,o._,",*ian 
geometrv 1nd

conduct a large numerical validation ,u[;;ú", Th., ? rylindrica1 extension of the approach is

proposed in section 5, again with a.o*ni^JárT.rmerical rrutiautior. test-suite' The next step is the

application of these ,r..-,io"rl"ut methoj to the important situation of elasto-PiasticitY models'

After briefly presenting the so-caii"a wiir.i". *Ů"l of hýfo-"lusticitY in section 6' M' David

Fridrich presents his Lagrangian numeri"ui "t,"*" 
in 1D and 2D Cartesian geometry derived

from the ones previously designed. Each dimension being '..r-eri"uilY 
validated bY the ciassica'

ln:**,*:*,tnr;rr*-ry,fr:"JT?i,l1i*ili.;j:,"u "o,",,e 
final conclusive section foi'o-

wed by rurs. upp"rrdJ"is and compr,t" uir,riogrupl,y egái" the large and exhaustive appendices

are genuinerv uppr""iuted becausá they deal i"iin i,po,tant technical issues _namely boundary

condition treatments and symm"try iroof. which ur: :f 
utmost importance but would have

blurred the message if within the cori of the manuscript. Pňrn tne uiutiograPhY is PerfectlY

representative of tř" ora an6 venerablá seminal papels but also tňe most up_to_date works, and,

more important, wisely neglecting tná ti.o.rrur.ár^ur,d thousands of useless recent and ancient

works on this vast subject,

This manuscript is a very nice and interesting piece of research work wher" ",* 
and im_

portant results uri .or.rpit.d. Th"r" are revolving around the develoPment of new numerical
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methods, based on Lax-Wendroff-Hll approach, their anaiysis, implementation and validation
in the context of CFD.
I would like to mention right away that the manuscript is extremely well written, packed
with useful and analysis for this new family of numerical methods which are further validated
anci testecl.
The subject of the PhD is the improvement of LW numerical methods in a Lagrangian frame-
work dedicated to become the engine of Lagrangian or ALtr simulation codes of compressible
fluid and elasto-plastic flows modeled by evolutionary partial differential equations (PDEs).
Classical numerical methods have been used since the origin of the CFD in the 50s of last
century but they, maybe, have reached their limits. Therefore new ideas, or, old, but revisited
ones, like LW scheme which dates back from the 60s !- are of tremendous importance and the
work of M. David Fridrich is very much in this line. Therefore I can ensure that the subject
is up to date and of much interest for academics and researchers from national laboratories.
The scientific value of the work of M. David Fridrich is unquestionable as it has already been
recognized by the community by thc acceptation of five jorrrnal papels in top-ranked interna-
tional journals like Journal of Computatton Physi,cs, Computers U Flui,ds, Spri,nger Proceedzngs
in Mathematlcs 8 Statistics and Acta Polytechnica. Needless to write that this is an impressive
performance of M. David Fridrich to having produced enough new materials and results to open
the doors so such demanding journals.

ccc333
Let me give more details of the novelties in the manuscript. First of aII revisiting LW schemes

by supplementing it with HLL type of dissipation is an appealing choice as both approaches
have proven practical interest in the past. In a second-order accurate approach the choice of
the predictor is cruciaI arrd severaI solutions ale proposed by M. David Fridrich such as Lax-
Friedrichs or less knowtt Wendroff-W}rite solutiorrs.
Another key point 1ays in the artificial dissipation procedure and its edge-based limiting stra-
tegy. The dissipation can be added specifically to the variable of interest; mass) velocity or
energy, Ieading to difference schemes sharing or not some behaviors, The amount of dissipa-
tion can also be piloted by ad-hoc coefifrcients. The dissipation and limiting is of paramount
importance as it ensures that the numerical method produces essentially non oscillatory results
(robustness). The a posteriori checking of 'no issue in the mesh' and the possible recomputa-
tion of the whole time step with a reduce timestep is problems are encountered is a nice idea.
I would even pursue in this direction by best fitting the dissipation coefficients as well for the
recomputation.
M. David Fridrich did invest some effort in performing the numerical analysis of his schemes;
GCL preservation proofs, symmetry preservation) conservation..,
Numerical results presented for Noh problem in particular are really good ones, the cylindrical
symmetry is almost perfectly reproduced, as well for Sedov test case. This is truly,impressive.
Being 'only' Lagrangian, the scheme only performs as one could expect for the triple point.
However when it will be supplemented with Tezone and remap procedures, it will be appealing !

As already mentioned this amount of work is done in 1D, then in 2D, then in 2D axisymetry !

Then the hyper-elasto-plastic system of PDEs is considered to validate the numerical approach
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on a more realistic physical model. 1D and 2D schemes are extended with the associated set of
numerical tests. Again the results are clean and very promising for a future extension into an

ALE code for high impact velocity problems.
1 did not mention yet this point, but the choice of mathematical notation is clean and clear and
consistent across the PhD. This drastically eases the reading and avoid confusion and headache.

It makes the 2D mathematical descriptions and proofs easy to follow and agree with.
I\ovelties are scattered into the PhD and the impact of the work of M. David Fridrich has

already been observed by practitioners in the fie]d. As aiready mentioned several publications
extracted from this PhD are already accepted in top international journals. These papers are

compacted versions of the main chapters of the manuscript, hence this work has somewhat
already been reviewed and validated by top-ranked journal reviewers before me. Quantitatively
about 10 reviewers have given their expert agreement on M, David Fridrich 's work. More im-
portantly, N,{. David Fridrich 's work has opened some paths to be explored even further by the
researchers from the applied mathematical community in the upcoming years.

This PhD has been written with great care and in a pedagogical way. The difficult
mathematica} parts are weII handled to facilitate the "work" of the reader. Though they are

not hidden and the necessary details are present. This is truly appreciated and demonstrates
if needed that M. David Fridrich has a deep and broad understanding of his subject.
According to me this proves (if needed) that M. David Fridrich has attained and even exceeded
the maturity which one may expect from a junior researcher at the end of his PhD. I

wish I could read and review more PhD manuscripts like this one l

§§§
In regards of the previous comments I consider that the research work in this manuscript not

only attains but exceeds the standard required for a PhD work. The contribution in the field

of scientific conrputation, appliecl mathematics artd rrumerical analysis is clear arrd illustrated
bv the quality of his publications in top-journals and by the overall manuscript in hands. Let
us also note that this work has already been presented in numerous conferences or workshops.

Therefore I strongly recommend without any doubt that the PhD be presented
and defended in due time in its current form for the degree of doctor in \Aathematics from

the University of the Czech Technical University in Prague.
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